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Abstract: Silver –Tellurium   thin films  of  varying  compositions and of fixed thicknesses  have  been  formed 

on glass substrates  in a vacuum of the order of 10 
–5

 torr. The films were annealed at constant temperature for 

6 to 8 hours, after annealing the temperature dependent thermoelectric power (α) of the films has been 

evaluated. The phase change of Ag-Te thin films was found to be composition dependent at room temperature 

and independent on thickness. The thermoelectric power (α ) for both p-type and n-type  materials  for a fixed 

thickness have been carried out with a constant temperature difference of 10 
0
K employing three temperature 

method.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Silver–Telluride is a I-VI   narrow band gap compound semiconductor . The phase transition 

temperatures as observed during the above semiconductor to metal transition of Ag2Te reported [1].The 

electrical and structural properties of silver telluride stoichiometric films have been measured as a function of 

temperature [2]. Aliev and Nikulin [3] have studied the thermoelectric power of silver telluride in the low 

temperature ranges from 2 
0
K  to 90 

0
K in order to study the drag effect on carriers in silver telluride. 

Thermoelectric power of silver telluride increases with increasing temperature from 300 
0
K  to 415 

0
K 

confirming the degeneracy of carriers [4]. Silver telluride exhibits p-type semiconducting behavior [5,6].  

A number of materials are known which show a phase transition at a relatively low temperature. Ag2Te 

has a phase transformation at 423
0
K. The phase transformation with increasing temperature was characterized 

by  decrease in both the density of free carriers and their mobility, with resultant large decrease in dark 

conductivity [7,8]. The phase transformation in Ag2Te corresponds to an increase in the band gap from 0.67 eV 

in the low temperature region to 0.98 eV in high temperature region.  

However these   compounds are less investigated in the form of thin films of different compositions. 

From this point of view, I report the measurement of temperature and composition dependent thermoelectric 

power for different thicknesses.  

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Thin films of Ag-Te for the measurement of thermoelectric power were prepared by the three 

temperature method  [9-14].
 
Ag-Te films of  different  compositions  and  different   thicknesses  were  prepared  

by  vacuum  deposition  of  the  constituent elements  Ag ( 99.999% pure ) and Te (99.99% pure). Silver metal 

and  tellurium   powder  were evaporated   from two different  preheated   conical  mica  baskets  which  in turn 

heated  externally  by  nichrome wire. The  films were  prepared  on  glass  substrate  kept  at  room  temperature 

in a vacuum of the order of 10
–5

 torr . The films obtained were annealed at ~ 423 
0
K for 6 to 8 hours for the 

purpose of uniform distribution of the components of the deposits. The method employed to determine the 

composition of the film were similar to those reported earlier [11-13]. The composition of Ag from Ag-Te films 

was determined by employing absorption spectroscopy [15] at 350 nm. 

The film thickness (d) was measured by multiple beam interferrometry [16] and gravimetric method [11-14]
 

using the relation, 
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                        Where 

                                               A = surface area of the film 

                                              M = Mass of the film 

                                                g = the density of the film material = x1 g1 + x2 g2 

 

 

where  g1, g2  and  x1,  x2 are  densities  and  atomic  fractions of Ag and Te  elements respectively. 

          

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Fig.1: Plot of thermoelectric Power (α) verses Temperature of Ag-Te thin films for different compositions at 

thickness d~3200Å. 

 

Thermoelectric power (α)studies are made on Ag-Te deposits of different compositions and thicknesses 

in the temperature range of 273 to 433 
0
K, employing differential technique [17-19] with constant temperature 

difference of  2
0
K and 10

0
K , in low temperature region (273 to303 

0
K) and high temperature region (303 to 

433
0
K) respectively. 

In general the thermoelectric power (α) can be expressed as  

 

                                             = V/T, mV/ 0K        --------------------- (1) 

 

Where  

‘V’ is the differential emf  and  ‘T’ the differential temperature. 

 Fig.1 shows plot of ‘α’ versus temperature of Ag-Te thin films for different compositions with constant 

thickness.  From fig.1 it is observed that there is liner dependence of TEP on temperature, our observations for 

linear dependence of ‘α’ on temperature for all the films, irrespective of its nature (p-type or n-type) is in 

agreement with bulk thermoelectric power,  

 

                                            αB= (π
2
 KB

2
T/3e EF)(U+V).-------------------(2) 

 

 Where 

 

          αB - Bulk thermoelectric power  

          U= (dln λB / dln E)E-Ef is the rate of change of mean free path with the energy evaluated at   

                  the Fermi energy. 

          V= (dlnA/dlnE) E-Ef  is the rate of variation of the Fermi surface area with the energy   

                 evaluated at the Fermi energy,  

           e- Charge ( in magnitude and sign) of the carrier. 

         KB- Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. 
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Fig.2: Plot of thermoelectric Power (α) verses At. Wt. % of Ag in  Ag-Te thin films at different thicknesses at 

room temperature . 
 

 Fig.2 shows variation of TEP (α) with at. wt. % of Ag at room temperature. It is seen that p-type 

deposits are converted to n-type at about [Ag] ~ 54 at. wt. %. 
 It is interesting to note that TEP (α) is found to be changing with composition of the deposits irrespective of 

thickness (d) and temperature range of studies. The films containing [Ag]< 54 at.wt.% show p-type behavior , while those 

with [Ag] > 54 at.wt.% exhibit n-type behavior. In other words Ag-Te deposits deficient in ‘Ag’ are p-type while those with 

excess of ‘Ag’ are n-type. Similar observations are reported by Taylor and Wood [20] on thin films of Ag2Te. The 

semiconducting Ag-Te deposits of different compositions have narrow band gap with a carrier concentration equal to about 

1018 cm-3, regardless of the type of carriers, method of preparation and purity of initial components. The semiconducting 

phase having [Ag]>54 at.wt.% exhibit mixed metallic covalent bond nature hence the material behaves as degenerate 

semiconductor. The TEP (α) of a metal and /or degenerate semiconductor is given by [21] 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
 From the present investigation it is observed that Ag-Te deposits with excess of ‘Te’ exhibit p-type behavior and 

those with excess of Ag exhibit n-type behavior, therefore it is concluded that the nature of carriers is dependent on 

composition of the film. 
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